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Identify Appropriate Theories
Where do theories come from?



The Role of Theory

• A scientific theory identifies and defines a set of phenomena; 
makes assertions about their nature and the causal relationships 
between them.
• Positivism: science - verifying theories by testing hypotheses 
derived from them.

• Strong predictive power
• Generalized models of cause-and-effect as basis

• Constructivism: science - seeking local theories that emerge 
from (and explain) the data.

• Strengthens an understanding of complex situations
• Categorizations and analogies



A simpler definition

A (good) Theory is the best explanation of 
all the available evidence



The Use of Theory

• Quantitative tests theories as explanations
• Qualitative studies may generate the theory
• Mixed methods studies may have no theories at all or a theoretical 

framework in which both quantitative and qualitative data are 
collected



Agenda for Today

• Paper reading presentation (HW2 - Theory)
• Interviews

• Setting up
• Conducting
• Examples





Paper : https://cmustrudel.github.io/papers/lamba2020diffusion.pdf

FSE’20

Slides: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-
1vTF9v_LHPChHrnztvctLNsCOUNpWN_QkrBREWyP6WDNiB8N7MTWj4F5y6M9ylrjxbm5oNu6CWqBkt_3/pub?start=false&lo
op=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.g9e982a32d1_0_75

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bn_BzO09mQ&feature=youtu.be

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vTF9v_LHPChHrnztvctLNsCOUNpWN_QkrBREWyP6WDNiB8N7MTWj4F5y6M9ylrjxbm5oNu6CWqBkt_3/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.g9e982a32d1_0_75
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vTF9v_LHPChHrnztvctLNsCOUNpWN_QkrBREWyP6WDNiB8N7MTWj4F5y6M9ylrjxbm5oNu6CWqBkt_3/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000&slide=id.g9e982a32d1_0_75
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Qualitative vs Quantitative
• Often:

• Words (qual) vs Numbers (quant)
• Open-ended questions (qual interview questions)

vs 
Closed-ended questions (quant hypotheses)



Some common contrasts between quantitative and qualitative research

Quantitative Qualitative
Numbers Words
Point of view of researcher Point of view of participants
Research distance Researcher close
Theory testing Theory emergent
Static Process
Structured Unstructured
Generalization Contextual understanding
Hard, reliable data Rich, deep data
Macro Micro
Behaviour Meaning
Artificial settings Natural settings

Bryman, 2008



Data Collection Procedures – Qual. Study

• Identify the purposefully select individuals and sites 
for the study
• Indicate the number of sites and participants to be 

involved in the study
• Select the type(s) of data to be collected
–Qualitative observations
–Qualitative interviews
–Qualitative documents
–Qualitative audio-visual materials

Creswell. Research Design.



Software Development process:
Collecting requirements

• Survey: measure topics of interest in a 
controlled, consistent manner; easy to 
administer across large groups
• Identify target population, their attitudes 

and preferences
• Validate assumptions or facts

• Interview: More expensive, but could 
have follow-up questions to resolve 
ambiguity



https://uxknowledgebase.co
m/user-interview-how-to-
ask-good-questions-
eb80f8b99627

UX design



Interview



Interviews

• (Most) common method of data gathering in qualitative research
• A variety of forms of qualitative research interview
(and assumptions that underlie their use)
• Types of interviews:

• ‘semi-structured’ -- list of questions (open-ended and closed-ended) or topics
• ‘un-structured’ -- list of prompts 



Why Interviews?



Chris Bird @Microsoft Research

https://www.cabird.com/



Chris Bird @Microsoft Research
• “I was investigating code review latency at Microsoft when I found something  
odd in the data for a team in Bing: Many of their code reviews were signed off in 
just minutes ﴾sometimes under a minute﴿ after the code review was created.
• “I meticulously looked at the data collection code, I conducted a number of 
statistical tests on the data based on guesses that I had. Nothing
• “As a last resort, I contacted one of the developers on the team and scheduled an 
interview. She explained that the reason for the lightning fast reviews was that they 
often conduct code reviews in person with two or three reviewers huddled around 
the developer's screen as they explain the change. Once the reviewers were happy, 
the author would create the request in the review system and the reviewers would 
immediately sign off on the review.
• “In just a few minutes, she had answered a question that I hadn't been able to 
answer after hours of testing hypotheses on data. You can learn things in an 
interview that you would never have thought of yourself.”

https://www.cabird.com/



General pros



We interviewed developers in Eclipse, R/CRAN, and 
Node.js/npm about how they distribute the costs 
of breaking change. Community values, practices, 
and tools differ significantly among ecosystems. 
With Eclipse valuing stability, R/CRAN valuing ease 
and rapid access for end users, and Node.js/npm
valuing ease for developers, they each adopted 
distinct practices and policies.”



Why Not 
Interviews?



General cons



Goals and characteristics

• Goal: to see the research topic from the perspective of the 
interviewee, and to understand how and why they come to 
have this particular perspective.

• Characteristics:
• low degree of structure imposed by the interviewer
• preponderance of open questions
• focus on specific situations and action sequences in the world of the 
interviewee rather than abstractions and general opinions



Relationship between interviewer and interviewee

Interviewee as research subject:
• minimize the impact of inter-personal processes on the course of the 
interview
• typically quant research

Interviewee as research participant:
• actively shaping the course of the interview rather than
passively responding to the interviewer’s pre-set questions
• typically qual research



Steps



2. Interview guide

• Not formal schedule of questions to be asked word-for-word in a set order
• Instead, list:

• topics the interviewer should attempt to cover
• probes which may be used to follow-up responses and elicit greater detail from 
participants
• from open to more specific

• Guide can evolve after each interview:
• adding probes / topics not originally included, that emerged spontaneously in 
interviews
• dropping or re-formulating those which are incomprehensible or consistently fail to 
elicit relevant responses



Questions:
Simply, easy, short, no jargon



Interview Guide – Formulating questions

Paul Goodman's (2005) Building Effective Interviewing Skills.



Interview Guide – Formulating questions (Cont.)

Paul Goodman's (2005) Building Effective Interviewing Skills.



Interview Guide – Formulating questions (Cont.)

Paul Goodman's (2005) Building Effective Interviewing Skills.



Closed-ended Questions



Closed-ended Questions

• Nominal scales provide interviewees with a list of categories from 
which to select their answer (e.g., White, Black or African American, 
American Indian, Asian, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander)
• Good practices –

Solicit response options in a pilot study
Randomize order, if concerned about order effects
Avoid bias from unequal response options
Check all that apply vs. forced-choice



Example: Unequal response options

How likely are you to share your location to meet friends after work?
• Absolutely never
• Sometimes
• Occasionally
• Once or more a week
• Everyday



Ordinal Scales

• Ordinal or interval scales ask interviewees to choose a “level” of the 
variable of interest

Cowley, Youngblood. “Subjective response differences between visual analogue, ordinal 
and hybrid response scales,” Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting, 
53(25): 1883-1887, 2009.



How do you use an ordinal scale?

• Understand nuanced opinions. Do respondents “agree” or “strongly 
agree” with a stance on an issue?
• Uncover perceptions. Do respondents find a particular statement 

“false,” “mostly false,” “mostly true,” or “true”?
• Measure relative performance. Is a certain employee “more 

productive,” “just as productive,” or “less productive” than other 
employees?
• Gauge sentiment. Is a customer “very satisfied,” “satisfied,” 

“dissatisfied,” or “very dissatisfied” with a recent purchase?



Employee Satisfaction Survey Template

https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/employee-satisfaction-survey-template/


Open-ended Questions

Exploratory in nature, and offer the researchers rich, 
qualitative data. In essence, they provide the researcher with 
an opportunity to gain insight on all the opinions on a topic 
they are not familiar with.



Open-ended Questions

• Definition and designation questions
What-is asks to develop definitions of things
Who identifies the responsible agent
What-kinds-of ask for possible types and exemplars

• Process, event and exception questions
How-to ask how an action is performed
When asks about timing constraints, pre-and post-conditions
What-if asks about failures or unexpected events
Follow-on questions result from answers from previous questions





Interview Guide – Formulating questions (Cont.)

Paul Goodman's (2005) Building Effective Interviewing Skills.



Steps



3. Recruiting participants



Recruiting participants (cont.)



• Targeting: Reaching the right 
audience
• Screening: Making sure you recruit 

people in a reliable and unbiased way
• Incentivizing: Offering incentives 

which encourage uptake by the right 
audience
• Sustaining: Making sure you can keep 

doing research for the long-term.





• a firehouse research 
study design



How Many Participants are Enough?

• Two Criteria for enough:
• Sufficiency: Are there sufficient numbers to reflect the range of participants 

and sites that make up the population so that others outside the sample 
might have a chance to connect to the experiences of those in it?

• Saturation of Information: a point in a study at which the interviewer begins 
to hear the same information reported.



Steps



https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=oembed&v=9t-_hYjAKww



Criteria

• Steering
•Open
•Critical
• Interpret
• ...



King, N. (2004). Using interviews in qualitative research. In C. Cassell 
& G. Symon (Eds.), Essential Guide to Qualitative Methods in 
Organizational Research (pp. 11-22). Loondon: Sage.

RQ: From the perspectives of General Practitioners and District Nurses, how 
effective has the Out of Hours Protocol been in improving the provision of out of 
hours care for community palliative care patients – in particular in the areas of 
communication, carer support, specialist medical support and drug/equipment 
availability?



King, N. (2004). Using interviews in qualitative research. In C. Cassell & G. Symon (Eds.),
Essential Guide to Qualitative Methods in Organizational Research (pp. 11-22). London: Sage



Practical issues



Practical issues (Cont.)



Difficult interviews



Difficult interviews (Cont.)



interview audio sample 1 interview audio sample 2

Requirement Elicitation
[Chef Co-pilot web app]



Recordings and transcripts
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HW3（see details on Quercus）
Think about a research idea that related to your own area and you need to 
collect information from stakeholders through interview. 

1) decide what your purpose is and write a sentence describing it.
2) develop an interview protocol. The protocol can be short, focusing on exactly
what you are interested in. You should anticipate short interviews, perhaps 15-20
minutes at most.
3) conduct two interviews.
4) be prepared to tell the class what you learned, how the interviews went, any
problems or lessons you can share. In future classes, we will learn more
structured ways of analyzing qualitative data such as interview transcripts.



Examples

• Grinter, Rebecca E., and Leysia Palen. “ Instant messaging in teen life 
.” Proceedings of the 2002 ACM conference on Computer supported 
cooperative work . 2002.
• Chattopadhyay, Souti, et al. " What's Wrong with Computational 

Notebooks? Pain Points, Needs, and Design Opportunities ." 
Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems . 2020.


